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 Production Management + Resource Scheduler + Workflow Automation 
 
Teamium Integration with Adobe Premiere Pro and Frame.io 

 
Teamium adds task scheduling, time tracking and project management 
capabilities to Adobe’s Premiere Pro to Frame.io. With the integration of 
Teamium into the workflows, users of Adobe's post-production tools gain 
unparalleled capabilities, visibility and control of the project and are able 
to further streamline their collaboration.  
 
They also enjoy access to the full range of tools from planning, budgeting, 
resource scheduling, facilities management, equipment handling, and 
cost actualization. The seamless workflow ensures that every project stays 
on track, deadlines are met, and everyone is on the same page. With single 
sign-on, an Adobe user is seamlessly granted access to Teamium.   
 
So, what can users expect from this integration? 
 
     TASK ASSIGNMENT AND TRACKING: Users can link to an existing project 
in Frame and view the media files, parse the comments for actionable 
tasks.  
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They can self-assign tasks or assign them to another team member. They can 
mark the task status as completed. Alternatively, the project manager, who 
has visibility to the talent pool’s skills, calendar availability, and capacity, can 
also assign tasks to individuals for better planning and resource utilization. She 
can also set due dates for individual tasks and track completion or overdue 
status on a task dashboard. The task status is also updated on Frame for 
everyone to see. 
 
Similarly, project manager can create a project on Teamium, find and assign 
project tasks to team members and notify them. The assigned team members 
can then view the project in Frame. With two-way synchronization and a single 
sign-on, users do not have to switch between the two applications. 
 

 
 
      TIME MANAGEMENT 
 
Teamium provides comprehensive time management capabilities. Users can 
enter actual hours spent on individual tasks. They can mark a task as 
completed and enter the time manually or automatically using start and end 
timer. By aggregating the time entries, and with the use of built-in rate cards, 
Teamium calculates the true cost of the all the tasks associated to the project 
for more accurate billing and monetization. 
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Teamium Panel in Premiere Pro 
 
Teamium is available to users as a plug-in panel on Premiere Pro. They can 
view their assigned projects and tasks in their calendar view. If they are also 
Frame users, they can see their tasks in the Teamium panel as well. Users can 
self-assign a task or a project on their dashboard and enter time upon task 
completion. 
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   COST ACTUALIZATION AND MONETIZATION 
 
Teamium actualizes the cost based on budgeted or actual time entry. Any 
overtime is also calculated using labor rules. Teamium can share this data 
with the payment system as well as invoicing system for cost monetization.  
 

 STORAGE CAPACITY PLANNING 
 
Teamium keeps track of media storage capacity and project capacity 
utilization, can send alerts as well as feed the storage data to the billing 
system for payments. 
 
   ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS  
 
Teamium's management tools provide valuable data and analytics, such as 
project profitability, capacity utilization, actual vs. budgeted costs, 
empowering businesses to optimize capacity planning, control costs, and 
make informed decisions. 
 
 We are incredibly excited about this partnership and the value it will bring to 
both Teamium and Adobe's customers. Together, we will empower project 
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teams to unlock their full potential, eliminate capacity bottlenecks, streamline 
their operations, and achieve unparalleled success. 
 
Teamium will continue to enrich the integration with Adobe tools with 
innovative management and collaboration features to help teams unlock their 
full potential, eliminate capacity bottlenecks, streamline their operations, and 
achieve unparalleled success. 
  
 


